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Four members of the New South Wales Bar, two appearing pro
elephanto, participated in a hearing before the Administrative
Appeals Tribunal recently in relation to the proposed
migration of elephants to Taronga Zoo. The case did not
escape the attention of Poulos QC, Bar News's unofficial
court illustrator.

Dr Griffiths: That is what I wanted to ask you about because
what we see here which I understand to be a photograph of
two elephants mating in the same area that Mr Pond has taken
photographs of, the same camp that Mr Pond has taken
photographs of, it would appear to be a rather supervised act of
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copulation because there are three mahouts here surrounding
it and presumably they were involved some way or another in
this activity.

Prof. Cheeran: When in captivity an elephant is allowed to
mate and it is quite natural that mahouts are around the
animal. It is just quite natural that they would be around. Not
only here, in my place also when an elephant is mating, the
mahouts of the cow and the mahouts of the bull will be
somewhere around because if something goes wrong there
should be somebody to hold them back. It is not controlling
them, it is just having a passive observation.

Dr Griffiths: Could I ask you whether or not, it's not evident
from this photograph, but do you have any recollection as to
whether or not the cow elephant was chained or tethered
when this photo was taken?

Prof. Cheeran: I don't think so because, the elephant is chained,
a cow elephant is chained, hardly they would get a chance
because the female genitalia is situated in such a way that it's
at the very bottom of the area, so the cow has to cooperate so
much, so that - the penis goes up like a cobra ..... locate the
extremity genitalia, so the elephant, cow elephant just stand
like erect. A practical person cannot take this elephant, unlike
in cow or other quadrupeds go forward like that.

Dr Griffiths: I don't think I want to take that topic any further.
Perhaps I could change the subject

‘This is all very interesting, Dr Griffiths, but how do you propose
it should be recorded in the transcript?’

Dr. Griffiths expounds on the powers of the Minister...




